CAPMT Piano Auditions Repertoire List (revised August 2017)  Level 1

Accompanied Music
ALEXANDER: Alfred Basic Duet Book, Level 1 (Alfred)
ALEXANDER: Five-Star Classical Duets (Alfred)
ALEXANDER: Five-Star Folk Duets (Alfred)
BASTIEN: Duet Favorites, Level 2 (Kjos)
BOBER: Grand Duets for Piano, Book 1 (Alfred)
BOBER: Grand Solos for Piano, Book 1 (Alfred)
BOBER: Hats Off to You! (FJH)
BOBER: Solos in Style (with Duet Accompaniment), Book 1 (FJH)
Favorite Festival Ensembles, Book 1 – Early to Later Elementary Level (Willis • Hal Leonard)
FJH Duets at Their Best, Book 1 (FJH)
FLATAU, ed.: Blue Ribbon Series: Favorite Piano Duets, Level 1 (Alfred)
GEORGE: Kaleidoscope Duets, Book 1 (Alfred)
GEORGE: Two at One Piano, Book 1 (Summy • Alfred)
GOLDSTON: Duets for Bear Lovers (Alfred)
KOWALCHYK & LANCASTER: Easy Classical Piano Duets (Alfred)
LEAF: Two to Play, Book 2 (FJH)
MARLAIS, ed.: In Recital Duets, Books 1 & 2 (FJH)
MARLAIS, ed.: In Recital Throughout the Year (Duet Selections), Vols. 1 & 2, Book 1 (FJH)
MATZ, ed.: Piano for Two, Book 2 (FJH)
POE: What if Gophers Had Grandmas (Belwin • Alfred)
WEEKLEY & ARGANRIGHT, ed.: Easy for Two (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANRIGHT, ed.: Piano Together (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANRIGHT, ed.: Primo Light (Kjos)
WILBERG: Duet Miniatures in 12 Keys (Kjos)

Solo Music
BASTIEN: Dinosaur Kingdom (Kjos)
BASTIEN: Piano Recital Solos, Level 2 (Kjos)
BIGLER & LLOYD-WATTS, ed.: Mastering the Piano, Level 1 (Alfred)
BOBER: Grand Solos for Piano, Book 1 (Alfred)
CLARK, ed.: Contemporary Piano Literature, Book 1 (Summy • Alfred)
CLARK, ed.: Minor Masters, Book 1 (Summy • Alfred)
CLARK, ed.: Piano Literature, Book 1 (Summy • Alfred)
DELO JOIO: Suite for the Young (Marks • Hal Leonard)
GEORGE: A Day in the Jungle (Summy • Alfred)
GEORGE: Kaleidoscope Solos, Book 2 (Alfred)
GILLOCK: Collected Short Lyric Pieces (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: Solo Repertoire for the Young Pianist, Book 1 – Early Elementary Level (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GLOVER: Half-Filled Cookie Jar (Belwin • Alfred)
GOLDSTON: Dinosaur World, Book 1 (Alfred)
KABALEVSKY: Op. 39 (Alfred)
MARLAIS, ed.: Best of In Recital Solos, Book 1 (FJH)
MARLAIS, ed.: The Festival Collection, Book 1 (FJH)
MARLAIS, ed.: In Recital Throughout the Year, Vols. 1 & 2, Book 1 (FJH)
NORTON/MCBRIDE SMITH, ed.: American Popular Piano Repertoire, Level 1 (Novus • Hal Leonard)
OLSON, ed.: Audience Pleasers, Book 2 (Alfred)
PODOLSKY, ed.: Guild Repertoire, Elementary B (Summy • Alfred)
POE: Meanwhile Back at the Castle (Fischer)
POE: Sea Pictures (Fischer)
RCM Piano Repertoire, Level 1 – Celebration Series: Perspectives (2008 Edition) and 2015 Edition (Frederick Harris • RCM Publishing)
ROLLIN: The Bean Bag Zoo Collection, Levels A & 1 (Alfred)
ROSCO: Images, Vol. 1 (CPP • Alfred)
SHANNON: Honeycomb, Book 1 (Alfred)
SNELL, ed.: Piano Repertoire, Level I, 4 Vols. (Kjos)
- Baroque & Classical
- Romantic & 20th Century
- Études
- Essential Piano Repertoire
VANDALL: Celebrated Jazzy Solos, Book 1 (Alfred)
VANDALL: Celebrated Lyrical Solos, Book 1 (Alfred)
VANDALL: Celebrated Piano Solos, Book 1 (Alfred)
VANDALL: Celebrated Virtuosic Solos, Book 1 (Alfred)

For works with multiple movements, such as Concerti, Sonatas, and Suites, only ONE movement is required, unless otherwise indicated.

- Instructions for PRINTING Repertoire List:
  - Depending on your Printer, you may need to scale to 90% or 95% OR select “Fit” or “Shrink oversized pages.”
  - Collections in BLUE are new to the Repertoire List.
  - Collections in PURPLE are titles that have been updated and/or corrected.
  - NO titles have been removed.
For works with multiple movements, such as Concerti, Sonatas, and Suites, only ONE movement is required, unless otherwise indicated.

- Instructions for PRINTING Repertoire List:
  - Depending on your Printer, you may need to scale to 90% or 95% OR select “Fit” or “Shrink oversized pages.”
  - Collections in BLUE are new to the Repertoire List.
  - Collections in PURPLE are titles that have been updated and/or corrected.
  - NO titles have been removed.
For works with multiple movements, such as Concerti, Sonatas, and Suites, only ONE movement is required, unless otherwise indicated.

Instructions for PRINTING Repertoire List:
- Depending on your Printer, you may need to scale to 90% or 95% OR select “Fit” or “Shrink oversized pages.”
- Collections in BLUE are new to the Repertoire List.
- Collections in PURPLE are titles that have been updated and/or corrected.
- NO titles have been removed.
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**Solo Music**

ALEXANDER: Especially in Romantic Style, Books 1 & 2 (Alfred)
ALEXANDER: Simply Sensational!, Book 2 (Alfred)
Alfred's Basic Piano Library: Repertoire Book, Level 4 (Alfred)
ANNA MAGDALENA BACH Notebook
BASTIEN, ed.: Piano Literature, Repertoire Book, Level 4 (Alfred)
BASTIEN: Sonatinas for the Seasons (Kjos)
BEETHOVEN: Six German Dances (Kalmus)
BIGLER & LLOYD-WATTS, ed.: Mastering the Piano, Level 4 (Alfred)
BOBER: Grand Solos for Piano, Book 4 (Alfred)
BROWN: Contemporary Collage Music of the 21st Century (FJH)
BURGMÜLLER: Op. 100
CLARK, ed.: Contemporary Piano Literature, Level 4 (Summy • Alfred)
CLARK, ed.: Piano Literature, Level 4A-4B (Summy • Alfred)
CLARK, S: Dakota Days (Hal Leonard)
DIETZER: First Impressions, Vol. 2 (Alfred)
GILLOCK: Accent on Rhythm and Style (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: Lyric Preludes in Romantic Style (Summy • Alfred)
GILLOCK: More New Orleans Jazz Styles (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: New Orleans Jazz Styles (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: Still More New Orleans Jazz Styles (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GRILL: Duets from Many Lands (Warner Bros. • Alfred)
HAYDN/ANDREWES, arr.: Concerto in C Major (Boosey & Hawkes)
HAYDN: Little Concerto (Concertino Divertimento)
KOWALCHYK & LANCASTER, ed.: Duet Classics for Piano, Book 2 (Alfred)
KOWALCHYK and LANCASTER, ed.: Essential Keyboard Duets, Vol. 1 (Alfred)
LEAF: Two to Play, Book 3 (FJH)
MARLAI: ed.: In Recital Duets, Book 4 (FJH)
MARLAI: ed.: In Recital Throughout the Year (Duet Selections), Vols. 1 & 2, Book 4 (FJH)
MATZ, ed Piano for Two, Book 5 (FJH)
MIER: Concerto in Classical Style (Alfred)
MIER: Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two, Books 2 & 3 (Alfred)
MIER: Treasures for Two, Book 2 (Alfred)
NIAMATH: Outer Limits (Frederick Harris • RCM Publishing)
NOONA: Little Concertino in C Major (Heritage)
Piano Recital Showcase: Duet Favorites (Hal Leonard)
ROLLIN: Dances for Two, Book 1 (Alfred)
SISKIND: Double Agent! Piano Duets (Hal Leonard)
SISKIND: Jazz Hits for Piano Duet (Hal Leonard)
Spotlight on Duets, Book 1 (FJH)
VANDALL: Celebrated Piano Duets, Books 1 & 2 (Alfred)
VANDALL: Festival Suite (all or part) (Mykles • Alfred)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, arr.: American Folk Songs (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, arr.: Joplin Waltzes (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Duet Repertoire, Level 4 (Kjos)
WHITE: Jamaican Dances (Boston Music Company)
YEAGER: Times to Remember (Kjos)

**For works with multiple movements, such as Concerti, Sonatas, and Suites, only ONE movement is required, unless otherwise indicated.**

- **Instructions for PRINTING Repertoire List:**
  - Depending on your Printer, you may need to scale to 90% or 95% OR select “Fit” or “Shrink oversized pages.”
  - Collections in **BLUE** are new to the Repertoire List.
  - Collections in **PURPLE** are titles that have been updated and/or corrected.
  - NO titles have been removed.

**Accompanied Music**

ALEXANDER/THURMOND: Jazz SophistiCat, Book 2 (Alfred)
ALEXANDER: Alfred Basic Duet Book, Level 4 (Alfred)
ALEXANDER: Folk Song Portraits (Alfred)
ALEXANDER: Just for Two, Books 2 & 3 (Alfred)
ALEXANDER: Just for You and Me, Vol. 2 (Alfred)
ANDRE: Six Sonatinas, Op. 45 (Alfred)
BECKMAN & TRUE, ed.: Duet Discoveries (Hal Leonard)
BOBER: Dynamic Duets, Book 1 (FJH)
BOBER: Grand Duets for Piano, Book 4 (Alfred)
Contest Winners for Two, Book 3 (Alfred)
DELO JOIO: Five Images (Hal Leonard)
FJH Duets at Their Best, Book 2 (FJH)
FLATAU, ed.: Blue Ribbon Series: Favorite Piano Duets, Level 4 (CPP • Alfred)
GAUTHIER: It Takes Two (Kjos)
GILLOCK: More New Orleans Jazz Styles Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: New Orleans Jazz Styles Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: Still More New Orleans Jazz Styles Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GRILL: Duets from Many Lands (Warner Bros. • Alfred)
HAYDN/ANDREWES, arr.: Concerto in C Major (Boosey & Hawkes)
HAYDN: Little Concerto (Concertino Divertimento)
KOWALCHYK & LANCASTER, ed.: Duet Classics for Piano, Book 2 (Alfred)
KOWALCHYK and LANCASTER, ed.: Essential Keyboard Duets, Vol. 1 (Alfred)
LEAF: Two to Play, Book 3 (FJH)
MARLAI, ed.: In Recital Duets, Book 4 (FJH)
MARLAI, ed.: In Recital Throughout the Year (Duet Selections), Vols. 1 & 2, Book 4 (FJH)
MATZ, ed Piano for Two, Book 5 (FJH)
MIER: Concerto in Classical Style (Alfred)
MIER: Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two, Books 2 & 3 (Alfred)
MIER: Treasures for Two, Book 2 (Alfred)
NIAMATH: Outer Limits (Frederick Harris • RCM Publishing)
NOONA: Little Concertino in C Major (Heritage)
Piano Recital Showcase: Duet Favorites (Hal Leonard)
ROLLIN: Dances for Two, Book 1 (Alfred)
SISKIND: Double Agent! Piano Duets (Hal Leonard)
SISKIND: Jazz Hits for Piano Duet (Hal Leonard)
Spotlight on Duets, Book 1 (FJH)
VANDALL: Celebrated Piano Duets, Books 1 & 2 (Alfred)
VANDALL: Festival Suite (all or part) (Mykles • Alfred)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, arr.: 4 American Folk Songs (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, arr.: Joplin Waltzes (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Duet Repertoire, Level 4 (Kjos)
WHITE: Jamaican Dances (Boston Music Company)
YEAGER: Times to Remember (Kjos)
Accompanied Music
ALEXANDER: Just for Two, Book 3 (Alfred)
BEACH/WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Summer Dreams (Kjos)
BECKMAN & TRUE, ed.: Duet Discoveries (Hal Leonard)
BOBER: Dynamic Duets, Books 1 & 2 (FJH)
BOBER: Grand Duets for Piano, Book 5 (Alfred)
BOBER: Southwest Landscapes (Alfred)
BRANDSE: Double Dutch, in Stecher & Horowitz Piano Library (Schirmer)
  • Hal Leonard
CLEMENTI: Two Duetinos (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
Contest Winners for Two, Book 3 (Alfred)
DELLO JOIO: Five Images (Hal Leonard)
DIABELLI: Op. 163, Pleasures of Youth (Hal Leonard)
ECKARD, ed.: 44 Original Piano Duets (Presser)
EVANS: Mixed Bag (Kjos)
FJH Duets at Their Best, Book 3 (FJH)
GILLOCK: More New Orleans Jazz Styles Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: New Orleans Jazz Styles Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: Still More New Orleans Jazz Styles Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
HAYDN/ANDREWES, arr.: Concerto in C Major (Boosey & Hawkes)
HAYDN: Concerto in F Major, Hob. XVIII:F1
KOWALCHYK & LANCASTER, ed.: Duet Classics for Piano, Book 3 (Alfred)
KOWALCHYK and LANCASTER, ed.: Essential Keyboard Duets, Vol. 1 (Alfred)
MARLAI$: ed. In Recital Duets, Book 5 (FJH)
MARLAI$: ed. In Recital Throughout the Year (Duet Selections), Vols. 1 & 2, Book 5 (FJH)
MATZ, ed Piano for Two, Book 6 (FJH)
MIER: Concerto in Classical Style (Alfred)
MIER: Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two, Books 3 & 4 (Alfred)
NOONA: Little Concertino in C Major (Heritage)
O’HEARN: Jazz Together (Kjos)
OLSON: Celebration Concerto (Alfred)
OLSON & MCLEAN: In the Key of Jazz – Duets (FJH)
PESKANOV: Concerto No. 1 for Piano and Strings (Hal Leonard)
Piano Recital Showcase: Duet Favorites (Hal Leonard)
ROCHEROLLE: Little Blues Concerto (Hal Leonard)
ROLLIN: Dances for Two, Book 2 (Alfred)
Spotlight on Duets, Book 2 (FJH)
STARER: Five Duets for Young Pianists (MCA)
VANDALL: Celebrated Piano Duets, Books 2 & 3 (Alfred)
VANDALL: Three Waltzes (Myklas • Alfred)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, arr.: 4 American Folk Songs (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, arr.: 5 Joplin Rags (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Duet Repertoire, Level 5 (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Twice As Nice, Vol. 2 (Kjos)

Solo Music
ALEXANDER: Especially in Romantic Style, Books 2 & 3 (Alfred)
Alfred’s Basic Piano Library: Repertoire Book, Level 5 (Alfred)
BACH: 18 Short Preludes
BARTOK: Three Hungarian Folk Tunes
BEETHOVEN: An Introduction to His Piano Works (Alfred)
BIGLER & LLOYD-WATTS, ed.: Mastering the Piano, Level 5 (Alfred)
BLOCH: Enfantine (Fischer)
BOBER: From the Emerald Isle (FJH)
BOBER: Grand Solos for Piano, Books 4 & 5 (Alfred)
BURGMÜLLER: Op. 100
CLARK, ed.: Contemporary Piano Literature, Book 5 (Summy • Alfred)
CLARK, ed.: Piano Literature, Level 5A–5B pieces only (Summy • Alfred)
CLARK, S: Dakota Days (Hal Leonard)
CLEMENTI: Sonatinas, Op. 36
DIETZER: First Impressions, Vol. 3 (Alfred)
GILLOCK: More New Orleans Jazz Styles (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: New Orleans Jazz Styles (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: Still More New Orleans Jazz Styles (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: Three Jazz Preludes (Willis • Hal Leonard)
HAYDN: Six Sonatinas (Alfred)
HELLER: 25 Studies, Op. 45
KABALEVSKY: Four Rondos, Op. 60
KABALEVSKY: 5 Sets of Variations, Op. 51 (at least 3 variations)
LYBECK-ROBINSON: Alaska Sketches (Hal Leonard)
MACDOWELL: Woodland Sketches, Op. 51
MAGRATH, ed.: Classics Alive, Book 1 (Alfred)
MAGRATH, ed.: Masterpieces with Flair, Book 2 (Alfred)
MAGRATH, ed.: Modern Masterworks, Book 1 (Alfred)
MARLAI$: ed. Best of Recital Solos, Book 5 (FJH)
MARLAI$: ed. The Festival Collection, Book 5 (FJH)
MARLAI$: ed. In Recital Throughout the Year, Vols. 1 & 2, Book 5 (FJH)
MIER: Jazz, Rags and Blues, Book 4 (Alfred)
MIER: Romantic Impressions, Books 2 & 3 (Alfred)
MIER: Romantic Sketches, Book 2 (Alfred)
MILHAUD: A Child Loves (Warner Bros. • Alfred)
MUCZYNSKI: Fables, Op. 21 (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
NAKADA: Japanese Festival (Warner Bros. • Alfred)
NORTON/MCBRIDE SMITH, ed.: American Popular Piano Repertoire, Level 5 (Novus • Hal Leonard)
OLSON & MCLEAN: In the Key of Jazz – Duets (FJH)
Piano Literature, Book 5 (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
Summy • Alfred
Summy • Alfred

For works with multiple movements, such as Concerti, Sonatas, and Suites, only ONE movement is required, unless otherwise indicated.

- Instructions for PRINTING Repertoire List:
  - Depending on your Printer, you may need to scale to 90% or 95% OR select “Fit” or “Shrink oversized pages.”
  - Collections in BLUE are new to the Repertoire List.
  - Collections in PURPLE are titles that have been updated and/or corrected.
  - NO titles have been removed.
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Accompanied Music

ASCH: Concertino No. 2 (Hal Leonard)
AUSTIN: Bravo Brasilia! (Willis • Hal Leonard)
BECKMAN & TRUE, ed.: Duet Discoveries (Hal Leonard)
BOBER: Dynamic Duets, Book 2 (FJH)
BOBER: Grand Duets for Piano, Book 5 (Alfred)
BOBER: Southwest Landscapes (Alfred)
BRAHMS: Waltzes Op. 39
CLEMENTI: Two Duettinos (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
Contest Winners for Two, Book 4 (Alfred)
DIABELLI: Op. 163, Pleasures of Youth
ECKARD, DIABELLI: Op. 163, Pleasures of Youth
FJH Duets at Their Best, Book 3 (FJH)
HAYDN: Concerto in F Major, Hob. XVIII:F1
HAYDN/ANDREWES, arr.: Concerto in C Major (Boosey & Hawkes)
GILLOCK: New Orleans Jazz Styles Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: Still More New Orleans Jazz Styles Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: More New Orleans Jazz Styles Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
KOWALCHYK & LANCASTER, ed.: Essential Keyboard Duets Vol. 2 (Alfred)
MARLAIS, ed.: In Recital Duets, Book 6 (FJH)
MARLAIS, ed.: In Recital Throughout the Year (Duet Selections), Vols. 1 & 2, Book 6 (FJH)
MIER: Jazz, Rags & Blues for Two, Book 4 (Alfred)
MOZART/WAXMAN, arr.: Theme and Variations on “Ah, Vous Dirai-je, Maman” – Theme & Variations 1–7 (choose 3 variations) (Galaxy)
OLSON & MCLEAN: In the Key of Jazz – Duets (FJH)
PESKANOV: Concerto No. 1 for Piano and Strings (Hal Leonard)
ROCHEROLLE: Little Blues Concerto (Hal Leonard)
ROWLEY: Miniature Concerto (Boosey & Hawkes)
SCHUBERT/ WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Ecossaises and German Dances (choose 2 or 3) (Kjos)
Spotlight on Duets, Book 2 (FJH)
STARER: Suite of Piano Duets
VANDALL: Celebrations Overture (Alfred)
VANDALL: Celebrated Piano Duets, Books 3 & 4 (Alfred)
VANDALL: Three Waltzes (Myklas • Alfred)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Classics for Two (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Duet Repertoire, Level 6 (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Romantic Piano Duets (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, arr.: Three Baroque Pieces (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Twice As Nice, Vol. 3 (Kjos)

For works with multiple movements, such as Concerti, Sonatas, and Suites, only ONE movement is required, unless otherwise indicated.

- Instructions for PRINTING Repertoire List:
  - Depending on your Printer, you may need to scale to 90% or 95% OR select “Fit” or “Shrink oversized pages.”
  - Collections in BLUE are new to the Repertoire List.
  - Collections in PURPLE are titles that have been updated and/or corrected.
  - NO titles have been removed.

Solo Music

ALEXANDER: 24 Character Preludes (Alfred)
ALEXANDER: Especially in Romantic Style, Book 3 (Alfred)
BACH: 18 Short Preludes
BARTOK: Ten Easy Pieces: Bear Dance (Boosey & Hawkes)
BARTOK: Three Hungarian Folk Tunes (Boosey & Hawkes)
BASTIEN, ed.: Piano Literature, Vol. 3 (Kjos)
BEETHOVEN: An Introduction to His Piano Works (Alfred)
BIGLER & LLOYD-WATTS, ed.: Mastering the Piano, Level 6 (Alfred)
BOBER: Grand Solos for Piano, Books 5 & 6 (Alfred)
BURGMÜLLER: Op. 100
CHOPIN: Fourteen of His Easiest Piano Works (Alfred)
CHOPIN: An Introduction to His Piano Works (Alfred)
CLARK, ed.: Contemporary Piano Literature, Book 6 (Summy • Alfred)
CLARK, ed.: Piano Literature, Book 6A–6B (Summy • Alfred)
CLEMENTI: Sonatinas, Op. 36
DELLO JOIO: Lyric Pieces for the Young (Marks • Hal Leonard)
DIETZER: First Impressions, Vol. 4 (Alfred)
GILLOCK: More New Orleans Jazz Styles (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: New Orleans Jazz Styles (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: Sonatina in C (Willis • Hal Leonard)
GILLOCK: Three Jazz Preludes (Willis • Hal Leonard)
HAYDN: Six Sonatinas (Alfred)
HELLER: 25 Studies, Op. 45
KABALEVSKY: Four Rondos, Op. 60
LYBECK-ROBINSON: Alaska Sketches (Hal Leonard)
MACDOWELL: Woodland Sketches, Op. 51
MAGRATH, ed.: Classics Alive, Book 2 (Alfred)
MAGRATH, ed.: Encore Series, Vol. 1 (Alfred)
MAGRATH, ed.: Masterpieces with Flair, Book 2 (Alfred)
MAGRATH, ed.: Modern Masterworks, Book 1 (Alfred)
MARLAIS, ed.: Best of In Recital Solos, Book 6 (FJH)
MARLAIS, ed.: The Festival Collection, Book 6 (FJH)
MARLAIS, ed.: In Recital Throughout the Year, Vols. 1 & 2, Book 6 (FJH)
MIER: Jazz, Rags and Blues, Book 4 (Alfred)
MIER: Romantic Impressions, Book 3 (Alfred)
MUCZYNSKI: Fables, Op. 21 (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
NORTON/MCBRIDE SMITH, ed.: American Popular Piano Repertoire, Level 6 (Novus • Hal Leonard)
OLSON, ed.: Applause, Vol. 1 (Alfred)
PROKOFIEV: Music for Children, Op. 65
RCM Piano Repertoire, Level 6 – Celebration Series: Perspectives (2008 Edition) and 2015 Edition (Frederick Harris • RCM Publishing)
ROCHEROLLE: Montage (Kjos)
ROLLIN: Dancing on the Keys, Book 3 (Alfred)
ROLLIN: Sounds of Spain, Books 2 & 3 (Alfred)
SCHUMANN: Op. 68
SNEILL, ed.: Piano Repertoire, Level 6, Vols. (Kjos)
  Baroque & Classical
  Romantic & 20th Century
  Etudes
  Essential Piano Repertoire
STARER: Sketches in Color, Sets 1 & 2 (MCA • Hal Leonard)
TANSMAN: Pour Les Enfants, Book 3 (Hal Leonard)
VANDALL: Celebrated Jazzy Solos, Book 5 (Alfred)
VANDALL: Celebrated Lyrical Solos, Book 5 (Alfred)
VANDALL: Celebrated Piano Solos, Book 5 (Alfred)
VANDALL: Celebrated Virtuosic Solos, Book 5 (Alfred)
WALTERS: The 20th Century – Upper Elementary, Early Intermediate, Intermediate, Upper Intermediate Levels (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
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Accompanied Music
ARONSON: Treasured Bach Melodies for Piano Duet (Alfred)  
ASCH: Concertino No. 2 (Hal Leonard)  
AUSTIN: Bravo Brasilia! (Willis • Hal Leonard)  
BACH, JC/HUDNIK, ed./PHILLIP, rev.: Sonata in G Major (IMC)  
BOBER: Grand Duets for Piano, Book 6 (Alfred)  
BRAHMS/WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Hungarian Dance No. 5 in Twice As Nice, Vol. 3 (Kjos)  
BRAHMS: Waltzes, Op. 39  
CLARK: Overture in C Major (Hal Leonard)  
DEBUSSY: Petite Suite  
ECKARD, ed.: 44 Original Piano Duets (Presser)  
Everybody’s Favorite Series 7: Piano Duets (Hal Leonard)  
FAURE: Dolly Suite  
FJH Duets at Their Best, Book 4 (FJH)  
FLATAU, ed.: Grand Duets for Piano. Players’ Choice! (Alfred)  
GERSHWIN: Preludes for one piano–four hands (Alfred)  
GILLOCK: Accent on Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)  
HAYDN: Concerto in F Major, Hob. XVIII:F1  
MARLAIS, ed.: In Recital for the Advancing Pianist – Duets (Alfred)  
KOWALCHYK & LANCASTER, ed.: Essential Keyboard Duets, Vols. 2–6 (Alfred)  
KUHLAU: Sonata in G Major (Hal Leonard)  
KUHLAU: Sonatina in E Major, Op. 46 (Hal Leonard)  
MILLER: Concerto in a minor, No. 1 (Warner Bros. • Alfred)  
MOSZKOWSKI: Spanish Dances, Op. 12 (Alfred)  
MOZART/WAXMAN, arr.: Theme and Variations on “Ah, Vous Dirai-je, Maman” – Theme & Variations 8–12 (choose 3 variations) (Galaxy)  
MOZART: Concerto, KV 246, KV 459, KV 467, KV 482  
NOONA: A First Concerto in d minor (Heritage)  
PENN, arr.: American Portraits (Kjos)  
RAVEL: Ma Mere l’Oye  
ROCHEROLLE: Little Blues Concerto (Hal Leonard)  
ROCHEROLLE: Waltz for two pianos (Kjos)  
ROLLIN: Concerto in C Major (Alfred)  
ROSSINI/WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: William Tell Overture (Kjos)  
Spotlight on Duets, Book 3 (FJH)  
VANDALL: Celebrations Overture (Alfred)  
VANDALL: Celebrated Piano Duets, Book 4 (Alfred)  
VANDALL: Celebrated Piano Duets, Book 5 (Alfred)  
VANDALL: Concertino in C Major (Alfred)  
VANDALL: Three Waltzes (Myklas • Alfred)  
VANDALL: Toccata for Two (Myklas • Alfred)  
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Duet Repertoire, Level 7 (Kjos)

Solo Music
ALEXANDER: 24 Character Preludes (Alfred)  
ALEXANDER: Planet Earth (Alfred)  
BACH: Overture in F Major, BWV 820: Gigue (VI)  
BACH: Suite in G Major, BWV 822: Menuet (V)  
BACH: Two-Part Inventions, BWV 772–786  
BASTIEN: Piano Literature, Vol. 4 (Kjos)  
BEETHOVEN: Dances of Beethoven (Alfred)  
BEETHOVEN: Sonata, Op. 49, No. 1 or No. 2  
BERNSTEIN, S: Birds, Suites 1 & 2 (Associated Music • Schirmer • Hal Leonard)  
BIGLER & LLOYD-WATTS, ed.: Mastering the Piano, Levels 6 & 7 (Alfred)  
BOBER: Grand Solos for Piano 6 (Alfred)  
BOBER: Romantic Rhapsodies, Book 2 (FJH)  
CHOPIN: An Introduction to His Piano Works (Alfred)  
CHOPIN: Fourteen of His Easiest Piano Works (Alfred)  
DIETZER: First Impressions, Vols. 5 & 6 (Alfred)  
GILLOCK: Sonatina (Willis • Hal Leonard)  
KABALEVSKY: Sonatina, Op. 13  
KUHLAU: Sonatinas, Op. 20  
KUHLAU: Sonatinas, Op. 55  
MACDOWELL: Sea Pieces, Op. 55 (Alfred)  
MAGRATH, ed.: Classics Alive, Book 2 (Alfred)  
MAGRATH, ed.: Encore Series, Vols. 2 & 3 (Alfred)  
MAGRATH, ed.: Masterpieces with Flair, Level 3 (Alfred)  
MAGRATH, ed.: Melodious Masterpieces, Book 3 (Alfred)  
MAGRATH, ed.: Modern Masterworks, Books 1 & 2 (Alfred)  
MARLAIS, ed.: The Festival Collection, Book 7 (FJH)  
MIER: Jazz, Rags and Blues, Book 5 (Alfred)  
MIER: Romantic Impressions, Book 4 (Alfred)  
NORTON/MCBRIDE SMITH, ed.: American Popular Piano Repertoire, Levels 6 & 7 (Novus • Hal Leonard)  
OLSON, ed.: Applause, Vol. 2 (Alfred)  
RCM Piano Repertoire, Level 7 – Celebration Series: Perspectives (2008 Edition) and 2015 Edition (Frederick Harris • RCM Publishing)  
ROCHEROLLE: Cuatre Rumores Hispanicos (Kjos)  
ROLLIN: Sounds of Spain 3 (Alfred)  
SCARLATTI: Sonatas  
SCHUMANN: Album for the Young, Op. 68  
SCHUMANN: Scenes from Childhood, Op. 15  
SNELL, ed.: Piano Repertoire, Level 7, 4 Vols. (Kjos)  
Baroque & Classical  
Romantic & 20th Century  
ETUDES  
Essential Piano Repertoire  
VANDALL: Preludes, Vol. 3 (Myklas • Alfred)  
WALTERS: The 20th Century – Upper Elementary, Early Intermediate, Intermediate, Upper Intermediate Levels (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)  
WEHRLI: Book of Preludes: 1–15 for Piano (Wehrli)
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### Accompanied Music

- **AARONSON**: Treasured Bach Melodies for Piano Duet (Alfred)
- **BACH**: Concerto in f minor, BWV 1056
- **BACH, JC/HUDNIK**, ed./**PHILLIP**, rev.: Sonata in G Major (IMC)
- **BIZET**: Jeux d’enfants
- **BOBER**: Grand Duets for Piano, Book 6 (Alfred)
- **BROWN/LEHRER**, ed.: Dance Preludes for Piano Duets (FJH) Contest Winners for Two, Book 5 (Alfred)
- **DEBUSSY**: Petite Suite
- **DVORAK**: Legends, Op. 59, No. 6
- **EVERYBODY’S FAVORITE SERIES 7**: Piano Duets (Hal Leonard)
- **FLATAU, ed.**: Grand Duets for Piano: Players’ Choice! (Alfred)
- **FORKES**
- **GILLOCK**: Accent on Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
- **GERSHWIN**: Preludes for one piano–four hands (Alfred)
- **GILLOCK**: Accent on Duets (Willis • Hal Leonard)
- **HAYDN**: Sonatas
- **HAYDN**: Concerto in D Major, Hob. XVIII:11
- **HAYDN**: Concerto in G Major, Hob. XVIII:4
- **HAYDN**: Concerto in F Major, Hob. XVIII:F1
- **IBERT**: Histoires – Duet (Alfred)
- **KOWALCHYK & LANCASTER**, ed.: Essential Keyboard Duets, Vols. 4–6 (Alfred)
- **LECUONA**: Malagueña from Andalucia Suite for one piano–four hands or two pianos (Hal Leonard)
- **MARLAIS**, ed.: In Recital for the Advancing Pianist – Duets (Alfred)
- **MOSZKOWSKI**: Spanish Dances, Op. 12 (Alfred)
- **Mozart**: Concerti, KV 37, 39, 40, 41, 246, 459, 467, 482, 488
- **POULENC**: Sonata (1918)
- **RAVEL**: Ma Mere l’Oye
- **SALLEE, RAVEL**: MAMMOTH DUETS – Book 2–5 (Alfred)
- **SALLEE**: Great Preludes for Piano: Lera, Rev.: Sonata in G Major (IMC)
- **SCHUMANN**: Bunte Blätter, Part Inventions, BWV 772
- **SCARLATTI**: Sonatas
- **SCARLATTI**: Sonatas
- **SHOSTAKOVICH**: 24 Preludes, Op. 34
- **SNELL**, ed.: Piano Repertoire, Level 8, 4 Vols. (Kjos)
- **SNELL**: Piano Literature, 2016 Edition (Frederick Harris • RCM Publishing)
- **TCHEREPNIN**: Bagatelles, Op. 5
- **TURINA**: Dances Gitanes, Op. 84
- **VANDALL**: Celebrated Piano Duets, Book 5 (Alfred)
- **VANDALL**: Concertino in C Major (Alfred)
- **WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT**, ed.: Duet Repertoire, Level 8 (Kjos)
- **WATTS**: Four Rumores Hispanicos (Kjos)
- **WATTS**: Ten Pieces for Piano Four Hands (Kjos)
- **WATTS**: Yeux d’enfants
- **WEHRLI**: Book of Preludes: 1
- **WEHRLI**: Book of Preludes: 2
- **WEHRLI**: Book of Preludes: 3
- **WEHRLI**: Book of Preludes: 4
- **WEHRLI**: Book of Preludes: 5
- **WEHRLI**: Book of Preludes: 6
- **WEHRLI**: Book of Preludes: 7
- **WEHRLI**: Book of Preludes: 8

### Solo Music

- **ALEXANDER**: 24 Character Preludes (Alfred)
- **ALEXANDER**: New Mexico: Land of Enchantment (Alfred)
- **BACH**: Three-Part Inventions (Sinfonias), BWV 787–801
- **BACH**: Two-Part Inventions, BWV 772–786
- **BECKER**: Scenes from the Theater (Kjos • Becker • Piano Pronto)
- **BEETHOVEN**: Bagatelles
- **BEETHOVEN**: Sonata in G Major, Op. 79
- **BIGLER & LLOYD-WATTS**, ed.: Mastering the Piano, Level 7 (Alfred)
- **CHOPIN**: Nocturnes, Waltzes, and Preludes
- **DEBUSSY**: Children’s Corner
- **DELLO JOIO**: Suite for Piano (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
- **DIETZER**: First Impressions, Vol. 6 (Alfred)
- **GRANADOS**: Spanish Dances (Kalmus)
- **HAYDN**: Sonatas
- **MAGRATH**, ed.: Classics Alive, Book 3 (Alfred)
- **MAGRATH**, ed.: Masterpieces with Flair, Book 3 (Alfred)
- **MAGRATH**, ed.: Modern Masterworks, Book 2 (Alfred)
- **MARLAIS**, ed.: The Festival Collection, Book 8 (FJH)
- **MENDELSSOHN**: Songs Without Words
- **MIE**: Romantic Impressions, Book 4 (Alfred)
- **MOZART**: Sonatas
- **MUCZYNSKI**: Six Preludes, Op. 6 (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
- **NORTON/MCBRIDE SMITH**, ed.: American Popular Piano Repertoire, Levels 7 & 8 (Novus • Hal Leonard)
- **POULENC**: Sonata (1918)
- **POULENC**: Sonata (1918)
- **POULENC**: Three Preludes (Alfred)
- **POULENC**: Six Preludes, Op. 6 (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
- **ROCHEROLLE**: Four Rumores Hispanicos (Kjos)
- **SCARLATTI**: Sonatas
- **SCHUBERT**: Moments Musicaux, Op. 94
- **SCHUMANN**: Bunte Blätter, Op. 99
- **SCHUMANN**: Scenes from Childhood, Op. 15
- **SCRIABIN**: 24 Preludes, Op. 11
- **SCRIABIN**: 24 Preludes, Op. 11
- **SCHUMANN**: Bunte Blätter, Op. 99
- **SCHUMANN**: Bunte Blätter, Op. 99
- **WATTS**, ed.: Piano Literature, 2016 Edition (Frederick Harris • RCM Publishing)
- **WEHRLI**: Book of Preludes: 1–15 for Piano (Wehrl)

---
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Accompanied Music

BACH: Concerto in f minor, BWV 1056
BENJAMIN: Jamaican Rumba (Boosey & Hawkes)
BIZET: Jeux d’enfants
BRAHMS: Ten Variations on a Theme by Schumann, Op. 23 (Dover)

Solo Music

ADLER: The Road to Terpsichore (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
ALEXANDER: 24 Character Preludes (Alfred)
ALEXANDER: New Mexico: Land of Enchantment (Alfred)
BACH: French Suites, BWV 812–817
BACH: Preludes and Fugues, WTC I & II
BACH: Three-Part Inventions (Sinfonias), BWV 787–801
BARTÓK: 14 Bagatelles, Op. 6
BARTÓK: Suite, Op. 14
BASTIEN: Piano Literature, Vol. 5 (Kjos)
BECKER: Scenes from the Theater (Kjos • Becker • Piano Pronto)
BEETHOVEN: Sonatas (except Op. 49)
BRAHMS: Op. 39
BRAHMS: Op. 118
CHOPIN: Preludes, Etudes, Mazurkas, and Nocturnes
COPLAND: Four Piano Blues (Boosey & Hawkes)
DEBUSSY: Children’s Corner
DEBUSSY: Suite Bergamasque
GERSHWIN: 3 Preludes (Warner Bros. • Alfred)
HAYDN: Sonatas
MAGRATH, ed.: Modern Masterworks, Book 2 (Alfred)
MENDELSSOHN: Songs Without Words
MOZART: Sonatas
MUCZYNSKI: Six Preludes, Op. 6 (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
PERSICHETTI: Three Toccatinas (Elkan Vogel • Presser)
NORTON/MCBRIDE SMITH, ed.: American Popular Piano Repertoire, Level 8 (Novus • Hal Leonard)
NORTON/MCBRIDE SMITH, ed.: American Popular Piano Repertoire, Level 9 (Novus • Hal Leonard)
PROKOFIEV: Visions Fugitives, Op. 22
RCM Piano Repertoire, Level 9 – Celebration Series: Perspectives (2008 Edition) and 2015 Edition (Frederick Harris • RCM Publishing)
SCARLATTI: Sonatas
SCHUBERT: Impromptus
SCHUMANN: Fantasiestüke, Op. 12
SCRIABIN: Preludes, Op. 11
SHOSTAKOVICH: 24 Preludes, Op. 34
SHOSTAKOVICH: Three Fantastic Dances, Op. 5
SOLER: Sonatas
SNELL, ed.: Piano Repertoire, Levels 9 & 10, 4 Vols. (Kjos)
Baroque & Classical
Romantic & 20th Century
Etudes
Essential Piano Repertoire
TURINA: Circus Suite for Piano (Schott)
VILLA-LOBOS: Five Pieces on Brazilian Folk Songs (Mercury)
WEHRLE: Book of Preludes: 1–15 for Piano (Wehrli)
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WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT,
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT,
SHOSTAKOVICH
SCHUBERT/WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT
SCHUBERT/HINSON & NELSON
RAVEL: Ma Mere l'Oye
POULENC: Sonata (Shawnee)
PINTO: Scenas Infantis
MILHAUD: Scaramouche for two pianos (Salabert)
PINTO: Scenas Infantis for two pianos (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
GRIEG: Concerto in a minor, Op. 16
GERSHWIN/STONE, trans.: I Got Rhythm (Impromptu Variations) (Alfred)
DVORAK: Slavonic Dances, Op. 72
COPLAND: Rodeo; Hoe Down, or Saturday Night Waltz for two pianos (Boosey & Hawkes)
BIZET: Jeux d'enfants
BACH: Concerto in d minor, BWV 1052
BACH: Concerto in A Major, BWV 1055 (Movement I or III)
MOZART: Concerti, KV 246, 459, 466, 467, 482, 488
MOZART: Sonata for one piano-four hands in B-flat Major, KV 358 (Peters)
MOZART: Sonata for one piano-four hands in D Major, KV 381 (Peters)
MILHAUD: Scaramouche for two pianos (Salabert)
PINTO: Scenas Infantis for two pianos (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
POULENC: Sonata (Shawnee)
Ravel: Ma Mere l'Oye
SCHUBERT/HINSON & NELSON, ed.: Essential Keyboard Duets, Vol. 7 (Alfred)
SCHUBERT/WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Franz Schubert Selected Works (Kjos)
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Concerto No. 2, Op. 102 (Boosey & Hawkes • IMC)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, ed.: Duet Repertoire, Level 9 (Kjos)
WEEKLEY & ARGANBRIGHT, arr.: Pachelbel's Canon in D (Kjos)

Solo Music
ADLER: The Road to Terpsichore (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
BACH: French Suites, BWV 812–817
BACH: Preludes and Fugues, WTC I & II (except Prelude and Fugue in C Major, BWV 846, WTC I)
BARTOK: 14 Bagatelles, Op. 6
BARTOK: Suite, Op. 14
BASTIEN: Piano Literature, Vol. 6 (Kjos)
BECKER: Scenes from the Theater (Kjos • Becker • Piano Pronto)
BEETHOVEN: Sonatas (except Op. 49)
CHOPIN: Ballades, Etudes, and Nocturnes
COPLAND: Four Piano Blues (Boosey & Hawkes)
DEBUSSY: Estampes
DEBUSSY: Suite Bergamasque
GERSHWIN: 3 Preludes (Warner Brothers)
HAYDN: Sonatas
LISZT: Three Concert Etudes, S. 144
MENDELSSOHN: Rondo Capriccioso
MENDELSSOHN: Variations Serieuxes
MOZART: Sonatas
MUCZYNSKI: Desperate Measures
MUCZYNSKI: Masks, Op. 40 (Presser)
PERSICHETTI: Three Toccatinas (Elkan Vogel • Presser)
NORTON/MCBRIDE SMITH, ed.: American Popular Piano Repertoire, Level 8 (Novus • Hal Leonard)
PINTO: Scenas Infantis (Schirmer • Hal Leonard)
PROKOFIEV: Sonata No. 3, Op. 28
PROKOFIEV: Visions Fugitives, Op. 22
RCM Piano Repertoire, Level 10 – Celebration Series: Perspectives (2008 Edition) and 2015 Edition (Frederick Harris • RCM Publishing)
SAUL: From Alpha to Omega – 24 Preludes and Fugues (Saul/Alberti)
SCARLATTI: Sonatas
SCHUBERT: Impromptus
SCRIABIN: Preludes, Op. 11
SHOSTAKOVICH: 24 Preludes, Op. 34
SHOSTAKOVICH: Three Fantastic Dances, Op. 5
SOLER: Sonatas
SNELL, ed.: Piano Repertoire, Level 10, 4 Vols. (Kjos)
– Baroque & Classical
– Romantic & 20th Century
– Etudes
– Essential Piano Repertoire 10
TURINA: Circus Suite for Piano (Schott)
VILLA-LOBOS: Five Pieces on Brazilian Folk Songs (Mercury)
WEHRLI: Book of Preludes: 1–15 for Piano (Wehrli)
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